
Master-Rooms are a series of completely self-contained,
compact reverberation chambers which synthesize the
natural sound characteristics of acoustically balanced rooms,
concert halls and auditoriums. The different models comple-
ment one another in performance and provide a previously un-
known degree of freedom in the choiceof reverberation effect.

As in a natural enclosure, Master-Booms contain a built-in
time delay between the input (direct) signal and the resulting
f irst 'echo' of the output signal. The length ol delay is different
for each model in the series and is proportional to the size of
the room being synthesized.

The reverberant field created by a Master-Room consists of
natural-type firsi order echos followed by a randomly pattern-
ed increase in diffusion as amplitude of the signal decays. Dif-
fusion density as a function of time is thus developed in the
same manner as that which occurs acoustically in an actual
room. Decay time for each model is f ixed in natural proportion
to the size ol the room being synthesized.

Master-Rooms feature monaural drive and perspective
stereo outputs. Each of the chamber's two outputs is slightly
different than the other with respect to delay and decay of the
output signal. A true stereo etfect is thereby developed which
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cannot be achieved using only purely independent stereo
channe ls .

Propagation delay and reverberation patterns are the only
performance differences between various models in the
Master-Room series. The MR-ll provides a relatively tight
sound which is part icularly suitable on speech, small  combo
music, or similar appl icat ions.

The MR-l l l  chamber has the characterist ics of a larger room
and is well  suited for general recording studio appl ication as
well  as for broadcasting. The MR-IV unit provides an
auditorium type sound that is especial ly suitable for use with
choral groups, str ing instruments, or for special effects.

Master-Room frequency response is deliberately rolled off
at 6 dB/octave on the low end to provide the most pleasant
effect. Extended low end response can be lu rnished on special
order. High end response can be adjusted by means of the
Bri l l iance control on the front panel of the chamber.

Master-Rooms are normally furnished for use with an input
level of +4dBm, butmaybe readi ly supplied (orchanged in the
field) for input levels f  rom -15to +6dBm. The balanced l ineop-
t ion may be supplied as a 5K ohm bridging inputi f  required.

Oscil lo graphs of Master-Room's built-in'natural'
delay between input and resulting output signal.
Nominal delay time is *rown for each model,
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